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Renaissance English 
Literature and Cultures: 
On Uords 
Lemon, Rebecca 
TTH I 2-3:20P.M. Polonius: "What do you read, my lord?" Hamlet: "Words, words, words." Hamlet's response to Polonius seems at once dismissive and exhausted. And his attitude to words is famously vexed: if words might move him to tears, he also condemns words as the province of the "whore," "drab," and "scullion." This course will, in contrast to Hamlet's prejudicial attack on valueless words, take words seriously, investigating their etymologies and their histories in order to illuminate the texts they live in. Drawing on Raymond Williams's approach to "keywords," this class begins by investigating the recent flourishing of scholarship on words, following what Jeffrey Masten has called a "renewed historical philology." In his appeal to attend to words and their histories, he writes, "We have not sufficiently attended to etymology-the history of words (the history in words)."Then, energized by readings and manifestos by Adorno, Williams, Masten, Roland SECTION: 32780 Greene, Cord J. Whitaker and others, we will begin our primary investigations: studying keywords in early modern literature. We will concentrate each week on a play or poem (s) in tandem with a critical piece that illuminates keyword(s) in the text. In a week on Shakespeare's sonnets, we begin to think with Kim F. Hall about the racialized constructions of "fair." With Richard III, we will study the words "now," "determined," and (following Ramie Targoff's essay on the play), "amen." For Macbeth, our keyword study concentrates on "weyward," following Ayanna Thompson's "What Is a "Weyward" Macbeth?," as well as on the racialized metaphors of the play (following Cord J. Whitaker's Black Metaphors: How Modern Racism Emerged from Medieval Race-Thinking and Farah Karim-Cooper's "Anti-racist Shakespeare"). Our study of The Merchant of Venice will concentrate on the words "quality," "shadowed," "bond," "conversion," and "blood" (reading the work of Patricia Akhimie on quality, Ian Smith on shadowed, Amanda Bailey on bonds, and Janet Adelman on blood). For Twelfl:h Night we will consider the word "baffle" (reading Adam Zucker on this term and phenomenon). For The Tempest, we will consider the word "pinch," building on Patricia Akhimie's reading of that word in the play. As the course unfolds, I am open to your own reading interests, as we decide what keywords we study, in what texts. Course Requirements • A short, written response (1 pg)to one event.• A short (1-2 pa�e) analysis of asonnet keyword for our secondweek of class.• Presentation/leading class discussion on a keyword.• An article-length final paper(20-25 pages).• An abstract and working bibliography due week 9.• Draft due week 12.• Final paper due week 15.• OR two short papers (10-12pages), due week g-and week 15.• Group Goal: Compile our documents from v.resentations onkeY.Words (both the sonnet exerciseano your own presentation notes)into a Raymond Williams stylekeywords class book.Key Texts Shakespeare's Sonnets, Richard III, Ihe Merchant of Venice, Twelfl:h Night, Macbeth, Ihe Tempest 



19th Century British 
Literature and Cultures: 
AnnihilatJng Time and Space: 
From the Steam Engine to Steampunk 
Schor, Hilary 
TH I 4:30-6:50P.M. 

"Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, 
But to beyoungwasveryheaven!-Ohl times, 
In which the meagre, stale, forbiddjng ways Of custom, law, and statute, took at once 
The attraction of a country in romance!" 

William Wordsworth, The Prelude 

"Let the great world spin for ever down 
the ringing grooves of change ... " 

Tennyson, "Locksley Hall" 

"Is it now?" 
Spielberg/Philip K. Dick/ Scott 
Frank, "Minority Report" 

This class is a graduate seminar in 
Victorian literature and culture, one 
that takes as its subject two ques
tions, growing out of a single insight . 
The insight is that following the vast 
upheavals of the French Revolution, 
the Victorians invented a series of 
devices, objects and social structures 
that promised, in a recurrent phrase 
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of the period, to "annihilate time and 
space." Among these were the railways, 
the postal system, the telegraph, the 
radio, evolution, seances, the historical 
novel and the photograph. Note the 
sheer number of gadgets and appara
tuses; note the rich historical period 
they constitute (even leaving out, say, 
the phonograph and the computer); 
note the way they circulate endlessly 
around the figure of the woman, be 
it "the telegraph girl," "the New Eve," 
Galatea 2.0 or Her, and ask yourself 
these two questions: one, if space and 
time were being annihilated once and 
for all, why did we keep needing addi
tional ways of "getting over" them? 
And two, if space and time were to 
disappear, what would happen to the 
realist novel, which depends so heavily 
on the deployment of characters who 
change over time, progress through the 
landscape, who live in our world, and 
not Wordsworth's "romance" of the 
future? Travelling, counting, missing, 
writing to, hearing from, seeing, listen
ing-where would the novel be without 
these activities? How does the novel 
change, as they do? And 
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why do contemporary novelists, from 
Neal Stephenson's The Diamond Age 
to Kate Atkinson's Life After Life to 
China Mieville's Perdido Street Station, 
continue to return to this moment? 
Why, to borrow a title from William 
Gibson and Bruce Sterling, does the 
Victorian "difference engine" still 
generate (new/old) plots today? As we 
travel from Verne's trip around the 
world in eighty days to Wells's time 
machine, from that experiment in time 
known as the serial novel to films with 
split screens, reverse plots and multi
verses, we will also undertake that 
other form of X-ray vision, the world 
of internal time, the representation of 
the psychological, the hysterical, the 
uncanny and the repressed. We will 
draw equally on novels, narrative film, 
history and cultural studies and liter
ary and gender theory-the promise of 
the 19th century, the ruins of the 20th 
century, nuclear time and the fever of 
the archive, the world that, like Word
sworth's "romance" of the revolution, 
recedes forever as we follow it into the 
world of the post-millennial. Bliss! 
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